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New Location In Turlock!

Our Turlock Branch is now open on the corner of Hawkeye and Geer Rd. in Turlock!  We are excited
that this new location provides a full service ATM along with plenty of parking.  Come by and meet our
friendly staff who are available to assist you with all your banking needs.  

Our partners at Ambeck Mortgage Associates have also joined us at our new location. Offering various
mortgage programs, Ambeck can make your dream of home ownership a reality. 

Stop by our new branch location today at 1401 Geer Road in Turlock! 
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Toy Loans
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Holiday Closure

Mocse Credit Union will be closed on Monday, September 5, 2016 in observance of the Labor Day
Holiday. 
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The Risks of Using Someone Else’s Wi-Fi
Protecting you and your money from hackers

The internet has made doing many things much easier. It provides instant gratification for shopping for
that perfect outfit or new gadget, and banking and bill payment services are just a click away.

But the internet also has made it much easier for cybercriminals to get your personal information.

The dangers of using a public or unsecure Wi-Fi connection

When you connect to an unfamiliar
Wi-Fi network, including a public
Wi-Fi network at your favorite
coffee shop, restaurant or store,
you’re opening the door for hackers
and cybercriminals to steal your
personal and confidential
information. They can impersonate
you, steal your money or even sell
your information on the cyber black
market to a host of people who
could do the same. How can they
do this?

In a July 2014 article in Forbes,
Vice President of Check Point
Software Technologies Bari Abdul
highlights common ways a hacker
can get into your computer when
you’re using a public Wi-Fi or
someone’s unprotected Wi-Fi
network.

Scenario No. 1: Rogue/evil twin Wi-Fi

“A hacker creates a hotspot named Hotel Wi-Fi in a hotel lobby using a USB antenna and laptop. You
connect to it and log in to your email or other account,” says Abdul. “When [you] log in, hackers listen
for your passwords and other sensitive information. They can also use these networks to get you to
download malware.”

And you’re none the wiser, because most hotels offer free Wi-Fi to their guests, and why would
something so official-looking be fake?

Scenario No. 2: Man-in-the-middle attacks

Man-in-the-middle attacks happen when a hacker intercepts communication between two computers
while one is connected to an unsecure network, like public Wi-Fi.

“A common man-in-the-middle attack is when a third party or ‘middle person’ eavesdrops as you
exchange bank account or credit card information. Traveling and forgot to set up a payment? Be
aware that online shopping interactions or other financial transactions are highly susceptible to
man-in-the-middle attacks,” reports Abdul.







Other common ways you could unknowingly allow a hacker access to your devices include using
smartphones that automatically connect to any available Wi-Fi (including rogue Wi-Fi networks posing
as legitimate ones) and even maintaining a home or office network that’s not up-to-date in its firewall
and security software. A hacker will wait until you use the device on an unprotected connection and
then eavesdrop on everything you type, looking for passwords and sensitive banking or credit card
information.

Tips to protect you from becoming a victim of cybercrime 

Kaspersky Labs, a renowned global cybersecurity company with a North American base in
Massachusetts, shares tips on its website about how to protect yourself while banking or shopping
online with an unfamiliar Wi-Fi connection.

Treat every unknown Wi-Fi connection with suspicion. If you’re in a retail store, talk with an
employee before connecting.

1.

Use your smartphone as a hotspot instead of connecting to any Wi-Fi networks, and turn off
the capability in your settings to automatically connect to available Wi-Fi without permission.

2.

Because links are often infected with Trojans or other malware viruses, always type in the full
URL to the online bank or store instead of clicking a link.

3.

Beware of fake messages from your bank asking for personal information. A legitimate financial
institution will not ask you to send sensitive information via email or a pop-up window; nor will it
ask you to visit its site for authorization.

4.

 “When you’re visiting a web page that needs you to enter confidential data, carefully check that
the address of the page that’s shown on the browser corresponds with the page that you were
intending to access,” says Kaspersky Labs. “If the URL is made up of a random selection
of letters and numbers — or it looks suspicious — do not input any information.”

5.

Before entering any sensitive information, check that the URL in your browser has a padlock
icon and starts with “https” — not “http” — to make sure the connection’s encrypted.

6.

If you have any questions on other measures to take to protect yourself from the dangers of using
someone else’s Wi-Fi for online banking, bill paying or shopping, let us know and we’ll be happy to
help.  
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Which Loans Should You Pay Down First?
Philosophies for paying off your debt

Is there a right or wrong way to pay down your loans? The answer is not cut and dried; it depends on
your financial and personal goals and objectives.

Here are two main theories about
the order in which you should pay
off loans, along with further advice
about each of those plans.

Theory No. 1: Highest interest
rate first

The first school of thought is to pay
off debts by interest rate from
highest to lowest. The theory
behind this is that it will save you
the most money in the long run.
This plan makes sense because
debt with high interest is costing
you much more money over time.
The problem with this strategy is
this: You may have more control
over your finances, but you won’t
feel as though you do.

Be aware — if your highest-interest loan is also your largest debt, it will take a while to pay it off. It
may not look or feel as though you are making any progress for quite some time. This lack of
satisfaction — not feeling that the debt is well on track to be paid in full — could make it more difficult
to stay focused on your goal of paying off debt. That leads to the second intellectual outlook.

Theory No. 2: Smaller debts first

If you are in to immediate gratification, this is the plan for you.

“You can clear up a lot of smaller monthly payments and quickly apply those to the extra money you
are paying off on your debt snowball,” explains money management expert Miriam Caldwell, author of
the online blog “Money in Your 20s.”

The downside here is that you could miss out on some important tax benefits of having big loans paid
down, and you could end up paying a lot more interest in the end (see reasoning behind Theory No.1)
by putting high-interest loans last in order of importance.

So what’s an embattled debt-payer to do?

Balance your approach

You may choose to intertwine the two methods. Start by knocking out a few of your small loans in the
first couple of months, and then work on larger-interest debt before going back to paying on small
loans again. Another way to balance out your methodology is to pay smaller loans off more quickly if
their interest rates are generally within a percentage point or two, because that will give you more







power (i.e., money) to pay off the larger loans.

“You may want to put the loans that save you on your taxes at the end of your debt payment plan.
This would be your student loan, home equity loan or second mortgage,” suggests Caldwell. “These
debts may also have lower interest rates. This lets you continue to deduct the interest from your taxes
each year.”

She adds that you should never hold on to debt simply for tax purposes.

Stick to the plan

Eventually, the minimum payments may start to go down on debts such as credit cards. As tempting
as it may be to use that extra money — those funds that you once had to put toward loan payments —
on frivolous personal items, you must resist the urge. Use that extra money as an additional payment
on your loans, using the same plan you started with initially to designate priority. This will help cut
down your debt even more.

It may be hard to stay motivated, but you can do it! Create a chart so you can visually track your
progress, or reward yourself at certain milestones with a small dinner out or a movie date. No matter
what, remember that as long as you keep moving forward with a solid plan, progress is being made.
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Should You Keep Renting?
How to determine when to stop renting and buy a home

If you are planning on moving in the near future, you are likely wondering about the comparative
benefits of renting and buying.  

Here are a few things that you should consider when trying to determine if you should keep renting —
or say “sayonara” to your landlord and purchase your own property. 

Benefits of buying

If you are a renter, your landlord could decide to sell the property, raise your rent or change the terms
of your lease at the time of renewal. Buying a home, on the other hand, gives you stability in knowing
that no unexpected moving
situations will be forced on you in
the future. 

In addition to stability, you also
gain a sense of autonomy as a
homeowner. You don’t have to ask
permission to decorate or renovate,
so you can create an atmosphere
that matches your style and
personality. After years of renting,
many people become tired of not
having the freedom to decorate as
they please, which can be incentive
enough to consider buying.
Furthermore, you can change the
landscaping to suit your taste and
needs, even adding a vegetable
garden to improve your recipes and
reduce your food budget. 

In addition to these personal and emotional advantages, there are many financial benefits to buying.
New homeowners are often surprised by the size of the tax benefits they receive.  

“As a homeowner, you are able to deduct many home-related expenses,” states Taylor Schulte,
CFP®, founder and CEO of Define Financial, in an article on Kiplinger.com. “And, unless you owe
more than $1 million, all the interest you pay in your mortgage payment is tax-deductible.” 

You also build equity as a homeowner as you pay down your mortgage, and paying it off completely is
a great way to keep costs reasonable in retirement. Building equity gives you the option to seek a
reverse mortgage in the future and can help you get a better loan rate on a personal loan, should you
need one for renovations, starting a business or purchasing a car. 

Benefits of renting

While buying gives you stability, renting gives you flexibility. If you are considering changing careers,
flexibility can allow you to seize the perfect opportunity, without having to wait to sell your home if the
commute is too long. Renters can also easily move to a less expensive area or property if they need
to cut costs while job searching or starting a business.  







to cut costs while job searching or starting a business.  

While a monthly mortgage payment may be comparable to or less than what you would pay to rent,
homeowners quickly discover that purchasing a home includes many more costs and fees, such as
those associated with obtaining a mortgage and working with a realtor.  

There are also ongoing costs, including property taxes, homeowners’ insurance, and maintenance
costs associated with the landscape and physical property. A renter is also not likely to be held
responsible for unexpected expenses such as broken pipes, roof repairs, damaged driveways and
gutter maintenance, just to name a few. 

Another financial benefit of renting is the ability to build credit. So if you aren’t able to qualify for the
interest rate you desire, continuing to rent is a great option.  

“While renting doesn’t boost credit the same way owning a home often can, creating a history of
on-time rental payments can, in some cases, help build your credit to qualify for a mortgage down the
road,” states Schulte. “This history can be created when (and if) your landlord reports your payment
data to the credit agencies.” 

Other considerations

“The arguments in favor of ownership are persuasive, particularly for people who expect to stay in
place for at least five to seven years but probably more,” according to Tara Siegel Bernard in a 2016
article for the New York Times. “A mortgage acts like a forced savings plan, even if you’re paying the
bank hundreds of thousands of dollars in interest for the privilege of building equity.” 

This point was illustrated in a 2014 study from HelloWallet, a unit of Morningstar. It created a financial
model for the housing markets of 20 major cities in the United States, projecting how hypothetical
families with moderate income levels would fare financially if they bought a house versus if they
rented. 

“The study projects that median-income families, or those who earn about $50,000, will often end up
with more net wealth if they rent versus own over the 10 years from 2013 to 2022,” states Siegel
Bernard. “But any number of variables can quickly shift that calculus, including the price of the home
relative to the rent, whether the family is affluent enough to benefit from tax savings, and the time
spent in the home.” 

If you are still stumped, talking to someone at your financial institution can help you assess what type
of mortgage you could currently qualify for and what type of home you can expect to find with that
mortgage. Comparing that with your current renting situation may help tip the scales in one direction
or the other.
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Vehicle Details: Best Cars for Younger Drivers
You don’t have to settle

If you’re looking for a vehicle for younger drivers, there are plenty of excellent models that are not only
affordable, but also among the best values in the entire automotive industry. 

Honda Fit

The 2016 Honda Fit starts at an
MSRP of $15,890, a bargain
considering it was named both
“Best Subcompact Car for the
Money” and “Best Hatchback for
the Money” by U.S. News & World
Report. A 1.5-liter, four-cylinder
engine produces 130 horsepower
and 114 pounds/foot of torque, and
when equipped with the available
Continuously Variable
Transmission, you can expect up to
33 mpg city and 41 mpg highway.
Features like the Advanced
Compatibility Engineering™ Body
Structure, Vehicle Stability Assist
and SmartVent® front-side airbags
helped the Fit achieve a Five-Star
Overall rating from the National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.  

“Nobody has yet matched the Fit’s incredible versatility at this price, and placed it atop a chassis that
offers a modicum of fun,” notes Car and Driver.  

MAZDA3 

Available in both sedan and five-door variants, the MAZDA3 has quickly become a favorite of
automotive media and consumers alike, and it happens to be the most affordable vehicle to make Car
and Driver’s 10Best list, with a starting MSRP of $17,845 for the sedan. There are two fuel-efficient
SKYACTIV engines with fuel estimates rated up to 30 mpg city and 41 mpg highway, and a slew of
available features that help keep you safe, including a Technology Package that bundles a Lane
Departure Warning System, Mazda Radar Cruise Control, Forward Obstruction Warning, High Beam
Control and Smart City Brake Support. Both the sedan and the five-door have been named a Top
Safety Pick+ by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.  

“Anyone who thinks a compact car can’t be stylish, fuel-efficient, value-oriented, technologically
advanced and a hoot to drive hasn’t met the Mazda3. Mazda’s small sedan and hatchback are all
those things and more,” adds Kelley Blue Book. 

Chevrolet Sonic

The Sonic is one of the more popular models in the Chevrolet stable among younger buyers. In fact,







according to Chevrolet, it’s the company’s top vehicle for first-time buyers, with over 20 percent of
Sonic buyers under age 35. And nearly 30 percent are trading in non-GM vehicles. A new 2017 model
is on its way, with the 2016 model already an excellent bargain starting at $14,345.  

There are two Ecotec four-cylinder engines that help the Sonic achieve fuel economy of up to 29 mpg
city and 40 mpg highway. And as in all Chevrolet models, the OnStar connectivity suite is available
with 4G LTE Wi-Fi so you can stay connected.  

“The Sonic is Chevrolet’s entry into the popular subcompact segment. Available as both a sedan and
a hatchback, it offers a refined cabin and surprisingly good driving dynamics,” says Left Lane News. 

Kia Soul 

The Soul starts at an MSRP of $15,900 and is a great vehicle if you’re looking to stand out, having
recently been named one of the “10 Coolest Cars Under $18,000,” according to Kelley Blue Book’s
KBB.com, on top of its spot on the “Best Compact Car for Families” list from U.S. News & World
Report. It was also a winner at the 12th annual Active Lifestyle Vehicle of the Year.  

The Soul is available in three trim levels (Base, + and !), and power comes from either a 1.6-liter,
four-cylinder engine or a 2.0-liter, four-cylinder engine with 164 horsepower and up to 24 mpg city and
31 mpg highway. All Soul models come standard with a 10-year/100,000-mile Powertrain Limited
Warranty, among the best in the industry. 

“Proving once and for all that it’s hip to be square, the Kia Soul stands out from other compacts with a
unique look that manages to be both boxy and extremely funky. The affordably priced,
hamster-endorsed hatchback also delivers a roomy cabin, ample standard features and numerous
optional extras, making it an appealing blend of style and substance,” says Left Lane News.  

There are plenty of great choices available for young drivers, but when you’re looking for financing,
the best option is to stop by and see us.
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Plan a Vacation to Cape Cod, Massachusetts 
What to do, where to stay and what to eat in Cape Cod

Separated from the Massachusetts mainland by a canal, Cape Cod is one of the premier vacation
destinations in all of New England.

With miles of dune-lined beaches, a whole host of charming towns and a multitude of seafood shacks,
Cape Cod offers fun and memorable experiences for families and couples alike.

What to do

There is plenty to do in Cape Cod,
both on the land and in the water.
Located on the northeastern tip,
Provincetown is probably the
cape’s most famous coastal resort
town, and boasts several of its best
tourist attractions. History buffs, for
example, should make a pilgrimage
to the town’s Pilgrim Monument &
Provincetown Museum, which
commemorates the Mayflower’s
landing in Provincetown (which
actually occurred before the ship’s
more famous landing at Plymouth
Rock). Visitors are also
encouraged to take a stroll down
P-Town’s Commercial Street,
where they will find quirky art
galleries on the east end and great
restaurants on the west side.

Provincetown is also home to Race Point Beach, perhaps the most beautiful beach in Cape Cod.
With gentle surf and excellent views, it’s ideal for sunbathing. And if you get too hot, the chilly Atlantic
Ocean can cool you quickly.

On the opposite end of the cape is Falmouth, home of the Shining Sea Bikeway. Bring your own
bicycles or rent some from nearby vendors and explore this incredibly scenic stretch of land. Along the
route are a few quaint villages, the beautiful and historic Highfield Hall & Gardens, and a ferry that will
take you to nearby Martha’s Vineyard.

Where to stay

Located right between Provincetown and Falmouth, Chatham is in an ideal central location and also
offers its own world-class beachfront and shopping options. The town’s top-rated hotel is the Chatham
Inn at 359 Main, a beautiful and romantic boutique hotel that offers both luxury and New England
hospitality. Details on amenities, rooms and rates can be found at http://359main.com/rooms/.

If you are looking to stay closer to the action, the Provincetown Hotel at Gabriel’s is the top-rated
lodging option in P-Town. A charming bed and breakfast that can accommodate both romantic
getaways and family vacations, the Provincetown Hotel at Gabriel’s offers great food, great views and







great amenities. To make a reservation, go to http://www.provincetownhotel.com/.

Where to eat

As you might expect, Cape Cod is a seafood lover’s paradise. From the bucket of clams served al
fresco down at the Falmouth Raw Bar, to the ambitious guanciale-wrapped shrimp with balsamic
caramel on the menu at Devon’s Deep Sea Dive in Provincetown, there are fresh catches to be
enjoyed all across the cape. One of the most popular destinations for lobster and lobster rolls is Moby
Dick’s in Wellfleet. The line is usually long, but the food is worth the wait. See the menu at
http://www.mobyskabob.com/.

Of course, there’s plenty of non-fishy fare to be enjoyed, too. The Fairway Restaurant & Pizzeria in
Eastham, for example, offers affordable and delectable American-Italian dishes and homemade bread
that make this no-frills stalwart one of the region’s top-rated restaurants. You can find the latest menu
offerings at https://www.fairwaycapecod.com/.

If you are still craving dessert, Ben & Bill’s Chocolate Emporium in Falmouth offers up the very unique
treat of lobster ice cream (“made with real lobster!”) The less adventurous, however, may be inclined
to try the parlor’s popular Mud Pie, coffee ice cream mixed with Oreos and chocolate swirls. Learn
about the various flavor options at http://www.benandbills.com/cc/index2.html.

From Provincetown down to Fairmount and everywhere in between, Cape Cod is full of delights. Plan
your trip now and make some memories that will last a lifetime.
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Surprising Health Benefits of Coffee
Coffee does far more than provide a quick jolt in a pinch

Coffee is a great pick-me-up first thing in the morning when you need energy the most, and it is a
great tool to help push through the mid-day crash that might threaten to slow your productivity at the
office.

You may be surprised to learn, however, that coffee has a number of great health benefits beyond
boosting your energy levels in the morning. Here are just five to consider the next time you think
about brewing a fresh pot.

Weight loss

According to MensFitness.com, a
22-week study following the habits
of 16 overweight adults found that
six subjects who had consumed
green coffee bean extract had lost
enough weight to achieve a normal
weight for their range. What’s more,
an abstract published in a 2005
issue of the Scandinavian Journal
of Medicine & Science in Sports
found that consuming coffee before
exercise increases performance by
approximately 12 percent. This is
due to an increase of adrenaline
caused by coffee that mitigates the
perception of pain and increases
recovery speed.

Mental sharpness

Drinking coffee may help you better focus on a task at hand, but Indiana University’s IUHealth.org
points out that the benefits on brain health go even deeper. According to IUHHealth.org studies,
consuming three to five cups of coffee on a daily basis decreases the risk of Alzheimer’s and dementia
by up to 65 percent, with some experts maintaining that coffee’s caffeine stores stimulate the
production of glutamine and dopamine.

Living longer

Daily consumption of coffee has also been linked to an increased life expectancy. According to a
study conducted by the National Institute of Health and AARP, men between the ages of 50 and 71
who drank at least three cups of coffee a day were 10 percent more likely to live longer than those
who did not drink coffee, while women who drank three or more cups a day were 13 percent more
likely to live longer than those who drank no coffee at all.

Comparatively, men who drank one cup of coffee a day were 6 percent less likely to die than men who
did not drink coffee, and women who drank one cup were 5 percent more likely to outlive women who
drank none.

Lower chance of diabetes











Lower chance of diabetes

According to an abstract published in the Journal of the American Medical Association, the amount of
coffee consumed on a daily basis is inversely proportionate to your likelihood of developing type 2
diabetes. Data from 18 different studies revealed that the risk of diabetes decreases by approximately
7 percent for every cup of coffee consumed every day.

Decreased chance of certain cancers

WebMD.com cites multiple studies that have found the risk of developing liver and colorectal cancer
decreases sharply in individuals who drink coffee with regularity. This is attributed to the presence of
quinines, a particular type of antioxidant, in coffee beans. These antioxidants are made more potent
when the beans are roasted, and according to the American Chemical Society, this has led to coffee
becoming the primary source of antioxidants in American diets.

Coffee does the trick when you are looking for a quick energy boost or a delicious beverage, and if you
are looking for a drink that has the potential to have long-lasting positive effects on your health, then it
may just be worth ordering a double shot.
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